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I arrived at Wade's Gap shortly after 8:00 AM to begin the VA SWPPP inspection. The inspector for Richard Hale's crew, Caleb
Carson and Nate, Richard's straw asked to walk with me, because they had questions about some punchlist items. They worked on
all of the punchlist items they could complete without equipment. There were three items they could not complete those were: The
issue with the waterbar that runs into the log pile at sta13326+50, The waterbar at GAS S-GH11 (sta13334+67), and the waterbar
GAS S-GH9 (sta13336+80). Correction requires removal of log piles and heavy equipment. Considerable modification is required.
Using the clinometer and rod, I helped the straw identify the direction of angles that would bring the waterbars at GH9 and GH11 to
a slope within the 2-5% tolerance range. We also identified several areas where the sump outlets were too high. The crew was
able to correct many items that had not yet appeared on the punchlist as well as several that had. They reconfigured the outlets
and end treatments to satisfaction, and were able to remove most waterbar related items from the punchlist. They also broke the
SSF and extended waterbar and end treatments to allow stormwater to leave the ROW.

While we were in the vicinity of GH11, Pat Davis approached and informed us of the impending DEQ inspection. He advised
everyone present that all items needed to be cleared from the punchlist. Aside from stabilization, the crew has done the best they
could with the means available to them. Completion of the other items is dependent upon action from Precision management.

Additionally, there were numerous areas that required stabilization. These were not completed while I was present, but they were in
progress when I left the site. The ssf was not tied in with the RCE when I left, but Nate said he would get it done.

At S-GH7 water has flowed through holes in the bridge and has accumulated in the geotextile fabric over the stream. There is a
risk of sediment entering the stream if the fabric fails.



37.2944648320516, -80.0284071862158

37.2945058961412, -80.0283684576705

37.2945111306215, -80.028363008307

37.2945338916947, -80.0283567696073

37.2945056749444, -80.0283666759467

37.2945360194237, -80.0283625009161
S-GH9: bridge is clean and ECDs are
functional on bridge. See photo for coordinates

S-GH11: straw bale barriers have been
constructed to protect the coming in side of the
stream. See photo for coordinates

S-GH7 bridge is clean and ECDs are
functional. See photo for coordinates

S-GH15: bridge is clean and ECDs are
functional. See photo for coordinates

Sta13322+00 crew broke ssf and changed end
treatment to channel water off the ROW. See
photo for coordinates

S-GH7: water has accumulated in geotextile
liner over stream. See photo for coordinates.
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